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4400 University Drive

Save the Date: College of Science Degree Celebration

April 29, 2023 | 10 a.m. to 1 p.m. | Hybla Valley Community Center

Mason Day 2023

April 28, 2023 | 3 to 10 p.m. | Lot A and L, Fairfax Campus

Cultivating spring STEM community connections

Are you planning to pursue a graduate degree in STEM? Are you a first-year STEM student? If so, you may be eligible for the National Science Foundation Graduate Research Fellowship Program, which provides funding to support research and education in the STEM fields. NSF GRFP Information Sessions will be held on Wednesday, April 26, 2023.

In accordance with the Commonwealth of Virginia Office of the Governor, Executive Order 41 (2019), this training is required annually for all Mason faculty and staff. Training will take approximately 45 minutes. If you must step away from your computer or device during training, please save/bookmark training to ensure credit.

Teaching a diverse student population is a fundamental expectation of all faculty and staff at George Mason University. In accordance with the Commonwealth of Virginia Office of the Governor, Executive Order 41 (2019), this training is required annually for all Mason faculty and staff. New funding opportunity available for Anti-Racist and Inclusive Teaching space. New grant money is available for efforts supporting Faculty Capacity Building and Racism and Inclusive Teaching (ARIT).

Funding will provide support and opportunities for students interested in research projects that explore how climate change is impacting human health and the environment. Mason researchers explore the intersection of health and climate change and how to address these challenges.

The Virginia Climate Center works with state, regional, and federal partners to provide information about climate change and its effects on Virginia. They provide decision-making tools and climate adaptation and mitigation strategies.

Proposals must be submitted by April 28, 2023.

Visit science.gmu.edu to submit your proposal.

Dr. T. Reid Spanberger visited George Mason University to introduce $1 billion Mason Now campaign to constituents to collectively support our shared community. She also met with Mason AOES professor Dr. R. Christian and elected officials from around the Commonwealth, President Gregory Washington announced the launch of $1 billion Mason Now campaign website.

Mason President Gregory Washington announces launch of $1 billion Mason Now campaign.

More on her visit

In the News

comprehensive mental health program to support Mason students, faculty, and staff. This program is designed to help individuals cope with stress, anxiety, and depression.

A new program at Mason's forensic science program prepares next generation experts in forensics.

An online master's degree is now available in environmental science and policy.

A new program at Mason's forensic science program prepares next generation experts in forensics.

Dr. Mary Ellen O'Toole, Professor, Environmental Science and Policy (pictured here). Both spoke to the quality of Mason's education and the important research being conducted at the university.

Studies show that some species may require breeding in captivity in order to reintroduce captive birds into the wild. Mason researchers explore the intersection of health and climate change and how to address these challenges.

Students at Mason have the opportunity to conduct research on Virginia's vulnerability and risks to the impacts of climate change in order to develop strategies to help. The Virginia Climate Center works with state, regional, and federal partners to provide information about climate change and its effects on Virginia. They provide decision-making tools and climate adaptation and mitigation strategies.

Mason Athletic Director Mike L急ted

Watching our Mason student athletes compete is a treat, and seeing our community support their efforts is something special. Mason offers a wide variety of sports, and there's always something精彩 for everyone to enjoy.

Events

Submit your proposal online at science.gmu.edu.